
Best Practice -I 

1. Title of the Practice: Mentor,Mentee-Scheme 

2. Objectives of the Practice 

■ To plan the profession goals of students. 

■ To enhance presentation skills, written skills and communication skills. 

■ To encourage students to become entrepreneurs 

■ To build on general aptitude test/technical quiz proficiency. 

■ To motivate innovative project. 

■ To emerge leadership qualities. 

■ To understand resume writing and preparations for mock interview. 

3. The Context: 

■ Beside with the adaptation of  teaching learning process, which enhances the technical knowledge of 

students, Institution has designed innovative methods for the overall personality development of the students. 

■ Through Mentorship scheme- institution has been improving the different aspects of personality 

developments, Communication Skill, Presentation Skill, Team Work, leadership qualities, resume writing, 

mini project etc. and make them ready to face the challenges in industry. 

■ The objective of institution is to implement mentor scheme  to provide training and guidance to 

undergraduate students in all disciplines, improve marks in university exam, increase the participation of  

various events such as conference, symposium, project expo, in plant training etc…The institution also 

motivate every department to conduct different activities such as National level technical symposium, 

entrepreneurship program , workshops, guest lecture etc… 

■ Faculty who serve as mentors make a valuable contribution to the education and training of undergraduate 

students interested in hands-on experience in different activities. 

4 Practice: 

 
■ In the mentorship scheme a Teacher (mentor) is  equally allocated the students based on the department 

strength. 

■ Mentor meeting is conducted once in a Week. Various activities like career goal setting, presentation 

skill, communication skill, internship, technical activities participation, etc.. are conducted in the meetings. 

■ Along with these activities, mentor has to keep the academic record of the mentees allotted to him in terms 

of their monthly attendance, academic results, co-curricular participation within and outside campus etc. and 

inform the same to the parents. 



■ Students are divided into toppers and slow learners based on their caliber and academic 

performance.Special attentions are given towards the slow learners to overcome their difficulties in studies 

through continuous guidance ,motivation and monitoring .  

5.Evidence of success: 

 
■ The evidence of success of mentorship system is reflected through the overall personality development of 

students. 

■ Those students who had lack of confidence, weak in communication, poor presentation skills, were 

observed having marginal improvement in the lacked areas when they came to final year. 

■ Parents were happy to have a system where, the overall progress of their ward is monitored and informed 

to them timely right from the first year till the candidate completes his/her engineering. 

■ There is a marginal increment in the number of students participating in various events held within and 

outside the college, since the implementation of Mentorship Scheme. 

6.Problems Encountered and Resources required:  

■ The institution being situated in rural area the students are not that much exposed to the current 

enhancements. To overcome this mentors play an important role by making them aware of the same. 

■ To frame the students mentality towards improvement in their personality without hampering academics 

was a difficult task. 

 

Best Practice–II 

1. Title of the Practice:-Students Associations of Department and College. 

 

   2.Objectives of the Practice 

■  To develop personality, communication skill, awareness about different types of entrance 

exams and interview, and to develop skill to qualify various competitive exams. 

■ To develop awareness about sports and physical fitness. 

■ To conduct technical seminars ,workshops, hands on training as per the current industry need. 

■ To organize various activities like programming contest, technical quiz, debate competition, 

personality contest etc. that will not only enhance the technical abilities and knowledge 

among the students, but also builds the overall personality skills of the students. 

■ To organize events like project competition, paper presentations etc. 

■ To develop awareness about participation in different events held at state, national level 

events. 

3.The Context: 



■  It is platform for students to participate actively in the activities conducted by students 

associations. 

■  Each department of college has its own students association and college also has its own 

students association called as students Council 

■ These  associations  are  working  on  methods   of  for  the  students,   by  the students  and 

from the students means these associations are made by students for students development. 

■ In the association students may work as volunteer on post such as Chairman/president, 

Vice President, Joint Secretary, treasurer, Ladies representatives and Executive members. 

They are selected from students by inviting applications from interested students. 

 

4.The Practice: 

■ After formation of association the activities are planned for a semester. While making plan 

different suggestions from student and faculty members are considered in a meeting. For 

every activity a team is formed including a faculty and students. The team is responsible for 

conducting the activity. 

5.Evidence of success: 

■ Students involvement: Students are actively participating in different activities, it makes a 

positive improvement in students like personality development, communication skills, 

management skills, programming skills etc. 

 

■ Teamwork: As students and faculty work together, it builds team spirit among students. It also 

helps for faculty since students are having innovative ideas. Bonding is formed among students 

and faculty.  

 

6.Problems Encountered and Resources required:  

 

■ Students are hesitating to take part in activities because of lack of confidence. 

■ Feeling burden of academics to participate in activities.  

■ To motivate students for participation is challenge 
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